
 

 

KEEPING THE ENVIRONMENT AND THE FUTURE OF 
THE PLANET ON THE AGENDA 

 

Fed Square to host ‘This Changes Everything’  

Climate Change Event – Saturday 21 November, 5.30 – 8.00pm 

 

Media release – for immediate release 
November 2015 
 

In line with Fed Square’s leadership in environmental sustainability, and as a precursor to next 

month’s highly anticipated United Nations Climate Change Conference (COP21) in Paris, they are 

hosting a free screening of Naomi Klein’s provocative and compelling climate change film based on 

her international best-selling book, ‘This Changes Everything’.  

 

A product of more than five years of film-making effort around the globe, the feature length 

production was made by Avi Lewis and narrated by writer Naomi Klein.  Tapping into the momentum 

of the climate justice movement, Fed Square’s screening gives the community the opportunity to 

come together and be part of the collective conversation to confront the challenges of the future. 

 

In addition to this film, two others will also be screened including ‘Nhawul Bultjubul Ma’ (To See 

with Both Eyes) which discusses the Indigenous experience of climate change and their efforts to 

adapt to the changing conditions.  Filmed at the Yorta Yorta Climate Change Adaptation Workshop, 

held in 2012 in Echuca, the event was hosted by Yorta Yorta Nation, in conjunction with the Monash 

Sustainability Institute, based at Monash University.  In recognition of its importance globally, the 

original workshop was attended by an international delegation of Indigenous leaders.   

 

‘Counting One to Four – Nature Morte’ by Australian artist Debbie Symons, visualises the projected 

effects of warming on the earth upon species and remaining wild environments.   

Symons’ seven minute film synthesises the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s (IPCC) 

findings, revealing predicted mass species extinctions.  The work moves beyond a simplistic 

representation of ‘damaged nature’ to an multi-layered analysis of cause and effect with projections 

of up to 52% of all terrestrial mammals, reptiles, marine species, amphibians and insects committed 

to extinction by 2100 – a frightening proposition. 

 



Aunty Di Kerr, Wurundjeri Elder, will perform the Welcome to Country. 

 

And to keep the conversation topical and current, three local experts will be sharing their knowledge 

and stories of climate change including: 

 

Councillor Cathy Oke:  Councillor for the City of Melbourne, a Greens representative, who is 

travelling to Paris for COP21 and will be discussing her upcoming trip and her work on the Regional 

and Global committees of Local Governments for Sustainability. 

 

Sharon Pollard:  General Manager Operations for Federation Square who will discuss Fed Square’s 

commitment to and leadership in environmental sustainability that has allowed it to become a 

carbon neutral city precinct. 

 

Vanessa Kwiatkowski:  Beekeeper from Melbourne City Rooftop Honey will be talking about urban 

beekeeping, including the role that Rooftop Honey has at Fed Square, the importance of bees and 

the impacts of climate change on bees. 

  

Fed Square is proudly a carbon neutral city precinct, a leader in sustainable best practice and as the 

‘heart of Melbourne’, the perfect location for an event such as this.   

This is a free event presented by Fed Square’s Creative Program and all are welcome.  For more 

information, head to http://fedsquare.com/events/outdoor-cinema-melbourne-this-changes-

everything 

 

Photo opportunities are available during the event and both Sharon Pollard and Vanessa 

Kwiatkowski are available for media interviews and photo opportunities post-event.  For any media 

enquiries, please contact Kathy Lane from FireWorks PR on 0419 392 183 or 

kathylane@fireworkspr.com.au  

 

 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION FOR MEDIA INTERVIEWS 

 
 Sharon Pollard 

Fed Square General Manager Operations  

available 4pm Friday 20 November or Saturday 21 November before/after the event.  

 

 Vanessa Kwiatkowski  

Melbourne City Rooftop Honey Founder and Beekeeper  

Available anytime for phone interviews 

 

 Avi Lewis, Film-maker and Director and Alex Kelly, Impact & Distribution Producer  – This 

Changes Everything  

Alex Kelly is a Central Australian filmmaker and activist committed to social justice. Alex is 

currently working as Impact & Distribution producer on Avi Lewis and Naomi Klein’s This 

Changes Everything project. She worked for ten years with leading Australian social change 

arts company Big hART as Creative Producer of Ngapartji Ngapartji and was National 

Producer from 2012-2014. Alex also produced Nothing Rhymes with Ngapartji production 

managed Coniston: Telling it True and directed Queen of the Desert. In 2013 she was 

awarded a Churchill Fellowship and explored at models for social change documentary 
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impact and engagement in UK, Canada and USA. Alex was awarded the 2009 Australia 

Council for the Arts Kirk Robson Award and the 2011 Screen Territory Bob Plasto Fellowship. 

Alex is producing a tv series on social movements in Australia ‘How to Make Trouble and 

Influence People’ and launching a documentary film festival ‘Something Somewhere Film 

Festival’ in her home town of Alice Springs, Australia in May 2016.  

 

 Lee Joachim  

Co-Producer - Nhawul Bultjubul Ma (To See with Both Eyes) 

Available anytime for interviews 

Lee is a Yorta Yorta Man. He features in and is co-producer of Nhawul Bultjubul Ma (To See 

with Both Eyes). His life's work centres on the issues brought up in the film. 
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